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General comments

Here authors use five merged data to determine ozone trends before and after ODS
peak in the stratosphere. Since last few years, there are various studies claiming to
have detected signs of ozone recovery. So this is a timely study showing that although
stratospheric ozone is no longer decreasing, positive ozone trends in the observa-
tional data are still statistically insignificant. This is not unexpected due to large dy-
namical variability but ozone observations are necessary to monitor the evolution of
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stratospheric ozone as well as improve our understanding of complex ozone-climate
feedbacks.

Overall this is well-written manuscript and I strongly recommend it for the publication.

Minor comments:

Line 13: other–: others

line 18:Âă Do you mean “dynamical variability”

line 22: “outside the tropics ozone profile peaks

line 164: please mention the number of outliers in percentage

Line 191-195- please mention the data sets with largest biases for few latitude bands
along with absolute biases In DU.

Line 224: “deep total ozone minimum–> large ozone decrease

Line 228: confusing.. those two references are about Pinatubo eruption. Also, it is not
only dynamics but vertical distribution of SAD caused increase in SH mid- stratospheric
ozone (e.g. Dhomse et al., 2015)

Line 228: SAD= area density but SAOD= stratospheric aerosol optical depth

Line 229: Can’t understand why you are using WACCM simulated SAD, which is still
data. I think CMIP6 recommended SAD data Âă(or AOD@550nm) until 2014 would
have been much more realistic ftp://iacftp.ethz.ch/pub_read/ For remaining two years,
WACCM-based or any other data would be OK.

Line 250: what about tropics? Did you try to use mean heat flux from both the hemi-
spheres (BDCn +BDCs)/2.?

Line 280: reword "roughly equally contributed"

line 283: "emerging signs of ozone recovery"
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line 289: Volcanically enhanced stratospheric aerosol

line 310: with an uncertainty just less than (delete of)

line 314: I think "Osprey et al, 2016" would be a better reference.

line 382: Again. What happens if you combine EP fluxes from both the hemispheres?

Line 397: Do you Mt. Pinatubo eruption? Or add correct references for El Chichon.

Line 460: Chipperfield et al. used chemical transport model simulations.ÂăEyring et
al., 2010 would be the correct reference.
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